Runs on Banks Follow
Bayers’ Panic in Russia

Communicism Is Reported To Be
In Serious Trouble After Rumors
Ruble Is To Be Devalued.

Washington, Dec. 1 (A.P.)—B.Column’s tightly managed
Communistic economy is reported to be
in serious trouble following reports
that the ruble is about to be devalued.

Rumors of a possible devaluation
were sparked by reports from Moscow
and other Soviet cities.

Widespread reports came to hand
that the ruble was about to be devalued
by about 20 per cent. The devaluation
is said to be due to the fact that the
currency is not backed by gold.

Russian officials are said to be
in a state of panic, with many
speculating that the ruble has
no chance of survival.

The devaluation would be a
serious blow to the Soviet
economy, which is already
in dire straits.

---

SEES LABOR LAW
WORKING WELL

Ball Is Optimistic—Murray
Asks Opposing Action.

Washington, Dec. 4 (A.P.)—
The Ball administration is
said to be optimistic about
the labor law working
well. Secretary of Labor
Murray has been asked
by the president to
consider opposing
any
lawsuits against the law.

Murray is reported to be
pleased with the law’s
effectiveness, saying that
the unions have been
holding to the agreement.

Ball is said to be
pleased with the law’s
effectiveness, saying that
the unions have been
holding to the agreement.

---

SULKA’S "COSMOPLANITAN GRAVE-BURF "

Certains to be Welcome Gifts!

---

170 JEWS SLIP INTO ISRAEL

New York, Dec. 10 (A.P.)—A
shipload of 170 unidentified
Jewish immigrants reached the
British coast yesterday and
dipped into the Mediterranean
Sea to slip into Israel, a
spokesman for the
American Jewish Congress
said today.

The immigrants are reported
to be part of a larger group
of Jews who are trying to
make their way to Israel.

---

BLACK, STARR & FOSTER

With plain white linen.

---

INDISCRETE PERFUME
BY LUCIEN LELONG

This perfume has charms that captivates
even pasagons of discretion. As a Christmas
give-away, it’s both lovely and well-loved.

6.50, 10.00, 16.50, 30.00, plus tax.

Perfumes Street Floor.